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It is an automated safety restraint system for students in college main
entrance and classroom gates using electronic ID Cards.

The system tracks individual identity (who-when-where), sends
instant SMS to predetermined mobile numbers, reports
non-presence, reports attendance and keeps the data for
retrieval as customized reports.



How this system is helpful ?

If the parents or the college authorities are informed through this 
system on untoward absence of the children not reporting classes 
or not returning home on scheduled time after college hours, we 
could have stopped such circumstances.

The Automated Attendance system sends an instant SMS to
the parents/guardian that the student has reached college.

Monthly / Yearly Attendance Report can be retrieved from archived
data in a single click of the button.

Tracking System: The system tracks the college students who are 
not attending the classes.



When the student swipes his or her identity card on the device at the 
college entrance, the device reads the data on the card and stores the 
details of the card inside its internal memory and sends an SMS 
instantly to the guardian’s or parent’s registered mobile number.
In case of swiping the card on the device in the classroom, the
device only reads the data on the card and stores the 
details inside its internal memory.

The device can also be used to generate readily 
usable attendance data for students, teachers or 
any other sta�.



Instant SMS to the parents on the safe arrival of their children to the 
college.
Non Reporting to college are immediately reported to the parents and 
to the college authorities.
Freedom from anxiety and mental peace for the parents.

It can add value to the college’s image by showing the parents 
that you care for their child’s attendance and future. The system 
will also track if any of the children do have less attendance 
percent and inform the parents accordingly via automatic 
SMS. The system can also send the obtained marks 
to the parents.



Attendance Report for Internal Audit.
• It can calculate the percentage of attendance for each student.
• It can calculate the percentage of attendance per subject.
• Percentage of students attending each faculty classes.
• Comparing the marks obtained with attendance.

Late Arrivals, Late Departures, Early Departures, Non Arrivals
(Absence), Non Departures are tracked individually and reported.

System can be programmed to handle multiple shifts in colleges / 
universities running multiple shifts.



One-time user registration charges will be applicable for each user
(Includes ID card, ID registration, and user license)

There is a nominal monthly charges for each student which Includes
usage, maintenance, and four SMS per day

For loss of device or ID cards, replacement charges will be levied.




